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Three parts:

Part One: Create organism

Part Two: Build a Bug: 3-D

Part Three: How do we fight back?





Microbiologists Committed To Chaos, LLC 

Motto: Designing microbes capable of world domination. 
Contract to create chaos 

 

Part ONE: Due Oct. 1 

Name of your organism:   Basketballus inabilitas   

Describe the disease/syndrome you have created: 

Basketballus inabilitas is a gram positive cocci. Infection by this bacteria causes Balleritis 
disease. The signs and symptoms of this disease are listed below.  

Signs:  

• Tetanus of the hand muscles (making ball-handling impossible) 
• Increased sweating  
• Decreased muscle response 
• Increased salivation 

Symptoms: 

• Fatigue; desire to stop moving 
• Temptation to hand things to other people 
• Fear of holding things 
• Extreme thirst 

More details of the transmission and the causes of signs and symptoms of Balleritis are 
given below, in the next section. Overall, however, this disease tends to be seen most 
among college basketball players, and the signs and symptoms of the disease are such 
that basketball playing abilities are severely hindered at game time. It is almost as though 
everything about this disease was designed to target basketball players’ performance 
during the game. Strangely enough, no UNC students have been infected with the 
disease, leading some to believe immunity exists on UNC’s campus alone. Although not 
fatal, this disease is very difficult to cure, and often times takes a whole season to 
completely eradicate from the body. The signs and symptoms only flare up at game time, 
making the disease detrimental to a player’s game-time performance, but not their daily 
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Name of your organism:   Basketballus inabilitas  

Describe the disease/syndrome you have created:

Basketballus inabilitas is a gram positive cocci. Infection by this bacteria causes Balleritis disease. The signs and symptoms of this disease are listed below. 

Signs: 

· Tetanus of the hand muscles (making ball-handling impossible)

· Increased sweating 

· Decreased muscle response

· Increased salivation

Symptoms:

· Fatigue; desire to stop moving

· Temptation to hand things to other people

· Fear of holding things

· Extreme thirst

More details of the transmission and the causes of signs and symptoms of Balleritis are given below, in the next section. Overall, however, this disease tends to be seen most among college basketball players, and the signs and symptoms of the disease are such that basketball playing abilities are severely hindered at game time. It is almost as though everything about this disease was designed to target basketball players’ performance during the game. Strangely enough, no UNC students have been infected with the disease, leading some to believe immunity exists on UNC’s campus alone. Although not fatal, this disease is very difficult to cure, and often times takes a whole season to completely eradicate from the body. The signs and symptoms only flare up at game time, making the disease detrimental to a player’s game-time performance, but not their daily lives. With the 2018-2019 season about to rear up, players everywhere (except UNC) are fearful of Balleritis, and for good reason. 



Transmission:  Who is most at risk of getting this infection and why? How is it spread to other susceptible individuals? What is the disease course (how long is the incubation period, when do signs and symptoms appear)? At what point of the infection is the person infectious or contagious? 

Basketballus inabilitas poses the greatest risk for college aged, male athletes (particularly basketball players), due to their frequent exercise and generally poor hygiene. This bacterium is spread by direct and indirect contact, and thrives in moist environments. It is halotolerant and can survive in sweaty, salty conditions. The increased sweat and physical contact among male college athletes makes them highly susceptible to Basketballus inabilitas. 

This bacterium mainly resides in the epithelium of the throat and skin. Due to its affinity for moist environment, the bacteria tends to live in and around sweat glands in the skin and salivary glands in the mouth, remaining in place through the use of cilia, arranged in three rings around the cocci. When the host begins to sweat excessively, the bacteria retract their cilia and become suspended in the sweat itself, allowing transmission to occur by simply touching the sweat of an infected individual. Additionally, the bacterium can be transferred via indirect contact if the sweat of an infected individual is transferred to a fomite, such as a basketball or sweat towel. Since the bacteria also colonizes around the salivary glands, Basketballus inabilitas is also commonly transferred through saliva, and shared water bottles are a common cause of transmission. It is at this time unknown why, but UNC students and athletes seem to have immunity to this disease. Studies are being done to discover if a toxoid or attenuated virus is perhaps present in Old Well water. Additionally, for reasons still unknown, Duke students seem to be hyper susceptible to the disease.

Once Basketballus inabilitas reaches a new host, the bacterium immediately migrates towards the nearest capillary, utilizing any micro-abrasions in the skin as a direct route to the bloodstream. Scrapes, scratches, and friction burns are common points of entry, and are commonly obtained during basketball games. Additionally, if Basketballus inabilitas is transferred to the mouth, it can gain access to the bloodstream next time food is consumed or the new host brushes their teeth vigorously, as both of these events can lead to microabrasions in the gum line. Once in the blood, Basketballus inabilitas results in bacteremia, allowing the bacteria to spread system wide, and be deposited to colonize at saliva and sweat glands around the body. This bacterium secretes a toxin called butterfingerlin that targets and causes tetanus of the hand and finger muscles, as well as decreases overall muscle responsiveness. Butterfingerlin is an AB toxin that is secreted by Basketballus inabilitas while it is in the blood, thus resulting in toxemia. This toxemia results in the toxin becoming widespread in the body quickly.

 The incubation period, during which Basketballus inabilitas travels into the blood and gets deposited in and colonizes around sweat and salivary glands, is approximate six days. This is the average amount of time between college basketball games. The toxin begins to accumulate in the blood at this time, but it is not yet active at targeting muscle cells. In fact, no signs and symptoms associated with Basketballus inabilitas appear, even after the six-day incubation time, until the host undergoes strenuous exercise. This is because the butterfingerlin toxin binds best to the muscle receptors at a slightly elevated body temperature, such as that which occurs when exercising strenuously during an athletic event. Thus, a basketball player, for example, would not start to experience tetanus of the hands and decreased muscle responsiveness until he/she was already in the heat of a basketball game. At this time, the infected person would also begin to increase sweat and saliva production due to butterfingerlin activity. Saliva and sweat production are naturally ramped up during exercise, but the toxin butterfingerlin inhibits the ability of the salivary and sweat glands to stop secreting, thus leading to an excess of sweat and saliva once the host begins to exercise. As a result of the toxin decreasing muscle responsiveness, people experience extreme fatigue and spontaneously sit down. They also experience a fear of holding things, and a desire to hand objects to other people, likely due to the uncomfortable tetanus of the hands. This symptom tends to increase transmission of the disease due to fomites such as basketballs being handed around. Additionally, increased thirst results due to the extreme loss of bodily fluid through sweat, and thus water bottle use and oral transmission also increases. People are infectious when these signs and symptoms arise, since the increased sweat and salivation are the primary modes of transmission.



Reservoir for your organism:

Basketballus inabilitas has a human only reservoir. 



Known virulence factors.: These should explain the signs and symptoms you have created.  *Three are required, more can be incorporated.  Explain how these virulence factors work to cause the syndrome you want to create. 

*You cannot create an organism that is invulnerable (e.g. superbugs…they already exist). 

*For Gram-negative bacteria, endotoxin is an intrinsic virulence factor, therefore is included in all Gram-negative organisms and cannot be one of your virulence factors.

· Virulence factor 1:

As described above, Basketballus inabilitas secretes butterfingerlin toxin during the incubation period, which circulates in the blood until the body temperature elevates slightly due to strenuous exercise. At this time, the B portion of the toxin binds to muscle cells, specifically those of the hands, and the A portion enters the cell and causes tetanus, making the host unable to bend their fingers. This causes the host to experience the desire to hand things away, and a fear of being handed things, as a result of the uncomfortable tetanus. This toxin can also bind to muscle cells elsewhere in the body as well to a lesser extent, causing decreased muscle responsiveness. This results in a desire to sit down due to fatigue. The B portion of butterfingerlin can also bind to cells making up the salivary and sweat glands. During exercise, the A portion of the toxin enters into these cells and continually stimulates the glands to secrete, making the host salivate and sweat excessively. The resulting loss of water causes the host to experience extreme thirst. 





· Virulence factor 2:

Basketballus inabilitas is competent and can thus take in DNA from the environment. It also can engage in bacterial conjugation. For this reason, Basketballus inabilitas has acquired immunity via plasmids to many of the common peptidoglycan targeting antibiotics, such as penicillin. 



· Virulence factor 3:

Basketballus inabilitas has retractable pili that allow it to stick in and around salivary/ sweat glands. These pili prevent the disease from simply falling off the skin or being constantly swallowed. Upon increased salivation/ sweat during exercise, the pili retract and thus allow the bacteria to be suspended in the fluid for easier transmission to a new host upon contact.



Requirements for growth:  explain why each aspect is important to your organism

· Temperature requirement: Basketballus inabilitas survives at human body temperature, and is most virulent at elevated temperature such as when exercising (optimal functioning at 100 degrees Fahrenheit). This is important since humans are the only reservoir for this disease, and since transmission occurs mainly during exercise/basketball games.



· Oxygen availability: Basketballus inabilitas is an aerotolerant anaerobe. It can degrade oxygen, but does not require it to survive. This is important for this disease, because it means that the bacteria can still circulate and divide in the blood during relatively anaerobic conditions, such as those resulting from strenuous exercise. 







· pH: Basketballus inabilitas thrives at a physiological pH of 7.4, again since humans are its only reservoir. 







· Water availability: Basketballus inabilitas thrives in moist environments, which is why it is localized within and around sweat and saliva glands. However, since one of the main modes of transmission of Basketballus inabilitas is through the sweat of an infected person, this bacterium is halotolerant, and can survive the salty conditions of human sweat without experiencing plasmolysis. 





· Energy source/Carbon source: Basketballus inabilitas is a heterotroph that obtains its carbon from dead skin cells (around sweat glands) or sugars found in the mouth (around salivary glands). This bacterium uses organic compounds as an energy source, and obtains them from the surface of the skin or in the mouth. 

Part TWO: DUE OCT. 17

· Insert a Tinkercad image of your organism. Indicate if it is Gram-negative or Gram-positive, as well as its morpholog. Include a representative image of ALL your virulence factors. 
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Peer grading:

Final throwdown

Extra credit
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